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PREFACE'

A paper entitled "A revised pilot rating scale for the evaluation of

handling qualities" by G.E. Cooper and R.P.11arper, presented at the
Stability and C)ntrol meeting organised hy the AGARD Flight Mechanics

Panel. in Cambridge, England in September '966, was considered by the

Panel to offer a good basis for the prod!,,Tction of a standard Pilot's

Handling Rating Scale. The present pprr is a development by the

authors of the earl.ier paus•r, including additional explanatory

discussion, ard takit.g accoonz of views and comments of other users of

rating scalk.s in a -,!p.ber of NATO countries. Tho form of scale, and

tht method o0 its appilica'.Ion proposod in this paper have now been
widel- accepted as r;presentia- a suitable basis for a standard

rating scale. It has th-e eýetore been adopted by the Plight :Aechaninc
Pariei as the standard AGAPJ Rating Scale, and its use is recommended,

to provide greater unifomi-y of rating assessment of aircraft
handling qualities.
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THilE USE OF P1tOT RATING IN THE EVALIJATION OF

\ 1RCRAFT HANDL I NG QUAi, I TI ES

By George L. Cooper

Ames Research Center

and

Robert P. Harper, Jr.

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory

SMUMRY

Pilot rating s'cales and their use in assessing aircraft handling
qual,.ties are review'td historically, and objections that have been raised to
limitations of earlier scales are considered in the development of a revised
scale. Terminology used in the evaluation of handling qualities is reviewed
and new defi nitions are propos J to improve communication and international
understanding. Of particular significance is the new definition of handling
qualities, which emphasizes the importance of factors that influence the selec-
tion of a rating other than stability and control characteristics.

The experimental use of pilot rating is discussed in detail, with special
attention devoted to (1) clarifying the difference between mission and task,
(2) identifying what the rating applies to, (3) considering the pilot's
assessment criteria, and (4) defining the simulation situation. The important
elements of the report are then summarized in a suggested "Briefing Guide,"
designed for guidance in planning and executing handling qualities
experiments.

I NTROD[ICi I ON

The widespread application of pilot rating scales in the evaluation of
aircraft handling qualities has confirmed their basic utility, but has, at the
same time, exposed some weaknesses of the scales as originally' proposed. it
was therefore considered desirable to re-examAine existing rating scales with
the purpose of developing a single improved scale and of clarfvying its, use in
the ealuation of' handling qualities. In response to an invi tat ion from the
Iiight rMechanics Panel, c ;ARl), a paper entitled, "'A R vVised Pilot Rating Scale
for the Evaluation of Handling Qualities," ,was prepared and presenmed at the
.Septep1ber 1966 meeting (rcf. 1. I A longer ver:,ion of this paper (ref. 2) con-
tains some additional explanatorv discussion of the use of pilot rating scales.
Add it i )nal constructive c'i tc Ism was then býased on exptrience gained Ai th
this revis;ed scale.



In general, the revised scale was preferred over earlier -ca.es, but
constructive criticism from many research and development groups also
indicated the need for additional changes or clarifying discussion. 1)iffi
culties, for example, were experienced with the semantics in that certain
words had rather diffe.irenc connotations in the United States, England, and in
France, The purpose of this report., then, is to clarify and modify, as appro-
priate, the material presented in references 1 and 2. One of the first objec-
tives of the present report is to define precisely the basic terminology and
explain the new features in the scale. The report goes on to discuss the more
important factors that are considered by the pilot in the selection of a rat-
ing or that will otherwise influence the rating. Throughout the discussion,
attention is directed to the questions: (1) whac is the pilot being asked to
rate?, aaid (2) how will the experimental results be used? The answers to both
questions have important bearing on the interpretation of evaluations made by
pilots with different backgrounds, experience, and points of view. The final
section of the discussion is devoted to a review of certain other consider-
ations that are helpful in the design of handling qualities experiments and to
the use of pilot rating. The important elements of the report are summarized
in a condensed "Briefing Guide" for use in planning and executing handling
qualities experiments.

DISCUSSION OF IMIXtDLING QUALITIES

Clarification of Terms

For a pilot rating scale to be universally acceptable and consistently
applied in the evaluation of handling qualities, the terminology must be
easily understood by all persons working in the field. "those terms requiring
specific attention are defined in appendix A, and several definitions are sug-
gested that may help clarify and standardize the terminology. Some of the
terms suggested in reference 3 have been adopted in this report. Those most
significant to a discussion of handling qualities are examined in considerable
detail in the following paragraphs. Others are discussed as the need arises.

Handling qualities.- The term 'l'andling Qualities" requires a cleai
definition in order to emphasize that it includes more than just stability and
control characteristics. Other factors that influence the handling qualities
are the cockpit interface (e.g., displays, controls), the aircraft environ-
ment (e.g., weather conditions, visibility, turbulence) and stress, the
effects of which cannot readily he segregated. Thus in most tests, handling
qualities are really being evaluated in the aggregate.

In appendix A, "'Handling Qualities" is defined as ''those qualities or
characteristics; of an aircraft that govern the ease arid precision with which
a pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of an airc'aft role."
M'he generally accepted meaning of "'[lYing Quallities" is similar to lhiiis defi
nition of "'Handling Qualities," so only the latter term is used in this
report.
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Figure 1 illust-ates -ic factors besides stability and control that
influence handling qualities. Here the primary elements of the pilot control
loop are arranged to illustraze their relationship to the operation of the
pilot-vehicle comibination. in addition to the pilot, the task, and the
stability and cantrol characteristics, factors shown as inifluencing closure of
the pilot control loops are the cockpit interface, the aircraft environment,
and the pilot's stress.
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Figure l.. ilement:; of control loop that influenc,, hand ln• n <!~ lit s-

Mission. - Xthe term "rrission" has been used in the ilni ted States :rather -
loosely, -an--dmay actually have several meanings, depending on how, it is• used.
"Mlission" has been used to identity, in a general sense, the purtpose or
-hjective for which an aircraft is built. It has a.lso been used to designate
a complete flight or sortie or even an undefined part of the flight. By
inference, this undefined part is usua~ll the special flight pha:se during
which the p)rIxary ass ;ignlnent is carried out.

To avoid this ambigni ty, th'e terms, "role," ''flight"' ,.r "'sortie, .... Ii.gh t
pha:se,"' and "flight s'ahphase"' ire defined for use iF pl ice at "mi ssi all' (or
missionl element.) The continued use of "miss ion'' in rl'i on to hanilling:
qua .i es , however, makes it worthwhi le to have an acceptaml e defi nit ion.
O(he ti•,t has been suigge sted (ret. 4) is "'the camp site (, .i lot veh c ia tine -

tionm; that must he performed to fulfill operationa•l re (111rcmint•. " In the
presen't report, "mi ssi on" is, a generalI term used to convey this s i-::,c..pt atf

"ora~nil reqluirlfent> ," that is the ol},iat i\'.: orFlietl, w'i hat
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is that the pilot-vehicle con.,onation must be able to accomplish. As ai rule,
the mission objectives (r quired operations) are cited in more detai 1 as the
flight segment (flight phase or subphase) of interest becomes more specific.
The distinct differences - oended between "mission" and "task" will be
clarified in the following paragraphs.

Task.- The term "task" also has various connotations. We are concerned
here only with the pilot's task, which includes controlling the aircraft as
well as associated functions, not directly related to controlling the aircraft,
such as navigation and communications. A task in the sense that it is used in
handling qualities evaluations is defined as "the actua' wor'k assigned a pilot
to be performed in completion of, or as representative of, a designated flight
segment." In being representative of a flight phase, for example, the impor-
tant pilot-vehicle functions required to fulfill the operational requirements
for that flight phase would be re,'resented in the task. Use of "task" and
"mission" differs then, in that a task represents what the pilot is ac iltuaZ "
asked to do (as in a simulation task) while a mission refers to all opera-
tional requirements the pilot-vehicle combination rm,.4t b able to aleZý.oo h
if the "intended use" of the aircraft is to be fulfilled.

It is convenient to consider the complete task to be composed of (1) the
control task, and (2) auxiliary tasks. The control task reauires actuation
of the principal controls and the selectors as required. The auxiliary tasks
involve the pilot in actions other than direct control of the aircraft.

Flightý_pase.- T1he terms "flight," "flight phase," and "flight subphase"
denote the flight profile of an aircraft and its subdivision into convenient
segments. The delineation of aircraft role and the division of a complete
flight into discrete segments for more definitive examination is illustrated
in figure 2. Representative examples of what is meant by aircraft role, com-
plete flight, flight phase, and sulohase are given in this figure as well as
in appendix A. A sLibphase is defined as "that part of a flight phase having
a single objective, and a single configuration or change in configuration."
A subphase evaluation then would provide a direct correlation between a
specific set of stability and control parameters and pilot rating.

In summary then, the rol, of an aircrjat defines its intended use only
in a general sense. The 7z7r, cn delineates this use in terms of specific
objectives, that is, the required operations of the pilot-vehicle combination.
The taek delineates those a:apects of the mission that are work assigned to the
p i lot.

Method-, of [Determining Aircraft Hlandling Qualities

Ihe reiatio bh i p het"'nfl stlhil ittv and control paramreterrs and the deg,.ree
uf suitability of the ýIirplane, for the miS on mac be exam h r Id byhVI
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F i kure 2.- fih• relat ionship hetween role, flight -segments, arid task.

1. Theoretical analysis
2. Experimental p~erformance measurement

a. Pilot input
b. Pilot-vehicle output

3. Pilot evaluation

;-- Each approach has anl important part in the complete evaluation. Onemight ask, however, "'hy is the pilot assessment necessary?" The answer must

consider the tw'o alternatives, theore-tical anialysis and performance measure-

merit. At pi-esent, the applicabilit,, ot the mathematical analysis including
representation of the human operator is restricted to the analysis of speci-
fic simple tasks. .ince the intended use (mission) is made up of several

tashs and several modes of pilot-vehicle behavior, it is difficult first to

dc-scribe accurately all modes analytically, and, second to integrate the qual-

itY in the separate tasks into a measure of overall quality for tile intended
,.Se. Theoretical analysis is fundamental to the analytical prediction of

S~handling qualities, but cannot adequately treat the complex interactions that

are now' investigated by means of exp~erimental pilot evaluation.

The attainnxmnt of s;atisfactory, performance in fulfilling a designated
mission is, of course, a f"undamental reason for our concern with handliný Lqual-
ities. Ephyi, mten po ee mear measurement of pernormance retc
pilot evaluationP -)hN not measure pilot-vehicle output performance In the
intenred thset Isn't good performance consoaant with good quapitav? Unfortu-
nately, thpiaesento h answcabtotthe latter question is "not always.oa
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A significant difficulty arises here in that, first, the tasks selcctd
for measuring performance may not demand of the pilot all that the real mis-
sion demands, especially in terms of distractions, auxiliary tasks, and pilot
stress. In the second place, pilor performance must also he measured and
interpreted so that the pilot-velhicle performance can be evaluated correctly.
The pilot is an adaptive controller whose goal (when he is so instructed) is
to achieve good performance. In a specific task, he is capable of attain-
ing essentially the same performance for a wide range of vehicle characteris-
tics, at the expense of significant reductions in his capacity to assume other
duties and to plan subsequent operations. Significant: differences in his task
performance may not be measured when very real differences in mission suit-
ability do exist. The pilot's performance must be measured and analyzed
properly to show these differences, and one must have a clear appreciation of
what constitutes objectionable inputs.

In the third place, it is difficult, if not impossible, at the present
time to measure all important aspects of pilot performance. Encouraging
results have been obtained in specific instances (refs. 5-7) wherein good cor-
relati,3n has been obtained between measurements .c the pizysicaZ effort
exerted by the pilot (i.e., integral of pilot control displacement, force,
etc.) and pilot rating. In such cases, it must be assumed that differences in
mentcZ effort and attention were not significant. Rather than attempt to pre-
judge the influence of mental effort and att:ntion, the term workload is
defined to include both mental and physical effort. The use of modifying
terms will be necessary then when a distinction is necessary between mental
and physical workload.

The questions that arise in using performance measurements may be
summarized as follows: (1) For what maneuvers and tasks should measurements
be made to insure fulfillment of the mission objectives? (2) How do we inte-
grate and weigh the performance in severai tasks to get an overall measure of
quality if measurable differences do exist? (3) Is it necessary to measure or
evaluate pilot workload for the performance to be meaningful? If so, how are
these factors weighed with those in (2)? (4) What disturbances and distrac-
tions are necessary to provide a realistic workload for the pilot while his
performance in a specified task is being measured? The difficulties encoun-
tered in answering each of these questions provide some of the reasons why con-
tinued reliance upon pilot evaluation is necessary and why much of the
detailed discussion is included in this report. Although the use of measured
task performance is not discussed further in this report, continued efforts
to measure ard interpret both the pilot performance and the pilot-vehicle
perforiiance should be encouraged. Such information is important to the under-
standing of pilot adaptation or "learning curves," and to the interpretation
of pi)ot evaluation data.

Pilec evaluation still remains the ofilv method of assessing the
inceractions between pilot-vehicle pecformance and total workload in Jeterminr
ing suita')ili'v of an airplane for the mission. It provides a basic measure
of qualitv and serves as a standard with which pilot-airplane system theory
ma, be developed, performance measurements may be correlated, and s igo ifi cant

airplane design parameters and characteristics may he determined and
i J I c td.
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Piiot evaluation data generally consists of: (1) the pilot rating, or
shorthand representation of the flying characteristics as they' relate to mis-
sion acconplishment, and (2) the pilot comments that identify those
characteristics that interfere with the intended use.

A pilot rating is a portion of the technical report of the evaluator, and
is the overall summation of the suitability of the vehicle for The srpecified
use. The pilot rating scale is then a systematic means of denoting the qual-
ity of the pilot-vehicle combination in the accomplishment of its intended
purpose.

EARLY RATING SCALES

In early' handling qualities research, each investigator tended to develop
a rating scale peculiar to tie needs of his specific program, or to modify an
existing one. With experience, certain pilot rating scales proved successful
and stimulated further interest in them. Two such early scales are discussed
h -e.

In reference 8 the original Cooper Scale (fig. 3) proposed the basic

franework of uoundaries that is still the foundation of most pilot rating

scales, including the presently proposed one. This framework involves several
grades of quality pertaining to the intended use of the vehicle.

Acceptable and Satisfactory - sufficiently good
Acceptable but Unsatisfactory - not sufficiently good, but still usable
Unacceptable - not usable fur mission
Uncontrollpble

Ad ective Nur, i' es-i Primary mission (Con be
rhtnnq rntmng JDescripton occonpished landed

(,Pi- e , Op Y Yeos Yes

'PFRATI'ONOOr', b, h h one o r ,Idly

np"leosOY? Yho, te ,SIcS IV%

A.cept'fine. ST .t5 npleosorr

E MEGN , ' Y f, '

OPEP R T -N e"] I'- ,I, '''. Yes,

NO r e', On S

')PC N '! , -2 . 'me R,'qc'• I 'b

S. L'V C -" CF2CCN

''Ft -C'' i~ iil O H •::I' 'rq ''[

" P. ' I',.

..-



Important contributions of the early scales were to emphasize pilot acceptance
of handling qualities with respect to the intended use by:

a. Encouraging investigators to define adequately the program objectives
and the intended use of the aircraft.

b. Firmly establishing within the scale the acceptable-unacceptable, and
satisfactory-unsatisfactory boundaries.

c. Creating a logical basis that would enable the pilot to express his
assessment accurately and consistently.

The original Cooper Scale included too many different concepts. The
introduction of stability augmentation and undefined failure modes, of normal
;ad of emergency operation, and the separation of the landing task from the
primary mission led to ambiguous interpretations.

F] Ad~ec' (ro I Nger•cP The CAL scale of figure 4 was
Cot go, Y A e ...... Pý iu° "'o' developed primarily because the

... .-,-,. .Cooper Scale was confusing to some inocet I o.• e t that it could be interoreted as intro-
.... ... ... - ducing an alternate mission concept.

Acce 'aWe o' 4 Separate boundaries were shown in thebut 100"o, 5
111S I '°d orY Bad 6 Cooper Scale for normal operation and

Sadol 7 for an undefined emergency condition.
le• ý 8 By removing this doubt of mission0 q Da geoS' _ _

---- t e . -------, completion in the adjective descrip-
tions in the acceptable range, as'100' Oho 0 ,. o-.o cho,,o well as removing all consideration of

'A c,ifl js- c0,',,o cl.,A coo , ete an alternate mission from the scale
Figure 4.- CAL Rating Scale. itself, the CAI, scale clarified this

situation. However, the very simple
descriptions of the CAL scale are not considered particularly helpful by many
pilots and the dual use of "fair" and "bad" was confusing to some.

Having now identified certain deficienk.ies and objections to two rating
scales and clarified some of the terminology, we are in a position to
construct a revised scale.

REVISED PILOT RAFING SCALE

Major Categories

Catefopr 2 election.- The Cooper and CAL Rating Scales and the revised
scale propo.,oed in r¢.ferences I and 2 ha e the same basic structure. The major
categories are identified as "satisfactory" and "un!zatisfactor ," or "accept-
able," "unacceptable " and "uncontrollable." Such terms relate only to the
",..dividzaZ. zilot's assessment of quality relativ\e to th- jT -dea use of tihe
aircraft. The intention has been to encourage the pzlto' ,ake the imparta.t

dec i s tions identified with these terms;. These catcgori:, Stemat"a S,
arranged so that the pilot can choose between two altoe - that 1ead to
the J.troper ca~egor -



...... b,, .- -,co - ---- This structure is illustrated by
.... the flow chart in figure 5, which

enables one to trace the series of
' , ]dichotomous decisions the pilot makes

in arriving at the final rating. As
A cepot. [e ',a rule, the first decision is fairly

obvious. Are the handling qualities
controllable or uncontrollable? To

S.. . . .O determine whether this decision
,o Japplies throughout the task or flight

phase and in context of the defined
S5 6 role may not be so obvious.

p2I.t-rat g d8 9i os

Figure 5.- Sequential pilot-rating decisions. If the vehicle is uncontrollable,
it is rated 10. If it is control-

lable, the second decision is whether it is acceptable or unacceptable. If
unacceptable, the rating 7, 8, or 9 will be selected (rating 10 has been
excluded by the "controllable" answer to the first decision), If it is accept-
able, the third decision is whether it is satisfactory or unsatisfactory. If
unsatisfactory, the rating 4, 5, or 6 will be selected; if satisfactory, the
rating 1, 2, or 3 will be selected.

Category definitions.- The dichotomous decisions outlined in the previous
paragraph logically lead to four categories of quality, some of which have
been difficult to describe accurately by a single adjective. There are objec-
tions to the designation "unsatisfactory but acceptable" and "unacceptable but
controllable," but no simple adjective descriptions for these categories have
been found that will satisfy everyone. In spite of strong emphasis as to the
need to establish clearly that the terms are related to the piZot's own
assessment of acceptab.3.lity and not to any existing standards, specifications,
or other Acceptance Criteria, objection to "acceptable" and "uraccepicable" in
the scale remains.

Regardless of the terms used in a revised rating scale, it is necessary
to clarify the intended meaning of satisfactory, unsatisfactory, ,acc,-ptable,
tolerable, unacceptable, controllable, and uncontrolla~le. Let us examine,
first, what is meant by "controllable,'" even though it has caused less diffi-
culty than the othcr terms. To control is to exercise direction of, to com-
mand, or to regulate. The determination as to whether the ai.'plane is
controllable must be made within the framework of the defined mission or
intended use. An e.aapple of the considerations cf this decision would be the
evaluation of fighter handling qualities during which the evaluation pilot
encou-ters a s tuation in which he can maintain control onlv with his complete
and undivided attention. The vehicle is ''controllable" in this situation in
the sense that the pilo: can maintain control only by restricting the tasks
and maneuvers he i.i called upon to perform and by giving the configuration his
undivided )ttention. However, for him to answer, "Yes, it is controllable in
the flight phase (oi task)," hlt mtlst be able to retain control 0 n all m 1-.s or
oriented' taskS and othlter required operations withoot sacrific in.g cffo rl and
attertion, tI:) h1i5; ovecal! duties.
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Consider now the meaning of acceptable, the usage of which has been the
subject of some controversy, and the alternate suggested term "tolerable."
The dictionary shows "acceptable" to mean that a thing offered is received
with a consenting mind; "unacceptable" to mean that it is refused or rejected.
Acceptable means that the flight phase (or task) can be accomplished; it
means that the evaluation pilot would agree to use it for the designated role;
that such deficiencies as may exist can be endured or tolerated. Use of the
term "acceptable" does not say how good it is, but it does say the pilot con-
siders it good enough for the intended use. With these characteristics, the
flight phase (or task) can be accomplished with adequate precision. The task,
for example, may be accomplished with considerable effort and concentration
on the part of the pilot, but the level of workload required to achieve this
performance is tolerable and not unreasonable in context with the intended
use. By the same token, "unacceptable" does not necessarily mean that the
des:ignated flight phase (or task) cannot be accomplished; it does mean that
the necessary performance cannot be achieted or that the effort, concentration,
and workload required are of such magnitude that the evaluation pilot rejects
the aircraft for this phase of its intended use.

Consider now a definition of "satisfactory." The dictionary defines this
as adequate for the purpose, of a kind to meet all requirements or expecta-
tions. A pilot's definition of satisfactory might be that it isn't neces-
sarily perfect, or even good, but it is good enough that he wouldn't ask that
it be changed. It meets a standard; it has sufficient goodness; it's of a
kind to meet all pilot demands for the intended use.

Unsatisfactory implies that there is insufficient goodness to meet all
pilot demands; that it has deficiencies and objectionable characteristics
which he feels should be corrected. Unsatisfactory includes all that is not
satisfactory, just as acceptable includes all that is not specifically refused
as unacceptable. A specific category is then that which is "unsatisfactory
but acceptable." This category has previously been referred to by the shorter
term "acceptable" but could also be referred to as "tolerable" in the sense,
"capable of being borne, supportable, bearable." As a result of the possib.il-
ity of the misinterpretation in the use of "acceptable" it has been found
preferable to use "tolerable" rather than "acceptable" in the rating scale.

Thus, the quality is either:

a. Satisfactory - good enough without improvement, and, therefore, of
the best category, or

b. Unsatisfactory but tolerable -- just good enough, adequate for the
purpose but improvement desirable, and, therefore, of the next best category,
or

c. Unacceptable to the pilot - not suitable for the purpose but ,;till
controllable, and in the third cat-gory, or

d. Unconzro1labie ur acceptable for the purpose ;and of the poorest
qualityt and in the fourth category.



fnasmuch as only four categories of quality' are needed to identify and.
describe handling qualities, it is possible to simplify the dichotomous
decision process illustrated in figure 5 and eliminate "acceptability" terms.

By considering the following three decisions the pilot will arrive at one
of the four categories previously discussed:

1. Is thL. vehicle controllable?
2. Is adequate performance attainable with a tolerable workload?
3. Is the vehicle satisfactory without improvement?

ADEOULCY FOP SEL FCTEC, /ýSK OR RFQU RE!". OER7,T ON Being able to designate a
____ category by a single adjective was

*De,~e c~o~yc~eo'econsidered less important than that

* ~ the definition of each category be1n ,e,,,, precise. The rating scale now pro-
I. ~ posed is therefore based on the cate-

------ ~-->gory definitions provided in figure 6.
t~ No OeQj! eque poer~~~ot corpen bleo These are reasonably concise and

< __ No ",$acor .eýit$hooýconpr¶otof~-.~or~met2~ *o~efc,~cs~chw~rat emphasize the pilot's decisions
3mnpo~eirent involved in category selection.

Yes _

Is odequo~eiN * Perfo,-morce is noredquole even with Fundamental to this selection is
pftf~oxe _m'robl iotCl~C1`te consid-ration ofwehradequate

~IO*O~I~d> *iO mOrieceesh~r~' Jperfor .ilc is att~iinable in the
eove ~selected task or required operation

Is *Korfrol wil be los ou~g o (mission) and whether or not defici-
I d"olle' portion of reaure operatio encies are present which require

4 Inn~oeorvere .Smnotio'ry pilot compensation.

Assessment of task performance
and pilot workload then enables the

pilot to decide whether the handling
qualities are good enough without

i g u re Major category selection and deiito. improvement, have deficiencies for
which improvement is desired, or have
deficiencies for which improvement is
essential.

Individual Ratings

The c~omplete revised rating 5calel in Figure 7 includes further
subdivisions of quality, within three of the four major categories with appr.,-
priate descriptions for each numerical rat ing to define quality- differences.
These allow the pilot a sufficient range of handling quiality descriptions for

4 most situations. Repetition of descriptive terms from the categ~iry defini-
tions has all but beit-i eliminated in the individual rating descriptors.

'Small and large COPies Of figure 7 are available, St~end r-equestz to
lechnical Information [Division, Aines Research Center, Moffett Field, Cal if.
J4035.
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Figure 7. Handling Qualities Rating Scale.

Considered desirable in simplifying the scale for the experienced user, this

arrangement, however, makes it mandatory that any user understand and utilize
the category definitions and make the decisions outlined on the left. The

important "boundary" decisions between pilot ratings of 3 and 4, 6 and 7, or

9 and 10 cannot be made by reference to the individual rating descriptors
alone. I~t is emphasized that these descriptions supplement the sequen~tial

decisions that lead the evaluation pilot to the particular category within
which the descriptions of the individual ratings are given. It was considered
fundamental to a good, easily applied scale that the descriptions be both
brief and general. Key words and phrases were sought that would easily be

understood and yet sufficiently definitive so that each rat-,ng would be
clearly separated from eveny other rating. The followin2 paragraphs discuss;

and explain some of the factors related to the rating scale,

Performance and workload.- Consideration was given to describing quality
in terms of both pe-rformance (precision of aircraft control) I and workload
(effort anid attention)' for each numerical rating. U~pon closer examination,

2We applied to handliajg oualitis the term "performance,' alone is,
intended to mean the precision of aircraft control attainTed C'I the pi lot-, that
is, the pilot-vehicle performance. The tern "Work load' is intendied to convey
the amount of effort arid attention, both phvs ical and mental ,that th< Ili lot
must provide to attain a given lev el of performance. ''Cilot performance" mao'
be used to describe the measure of rlc ~~7work]I oac (effort ,ind at tent 00)

used in performing a. task.,
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hLever, it was concluded that these factors were so interdependent and
subject to tradeoff by a pilot that it would be impossible to define non-
conflicting individual ratings. Precision of control could not be defined
independently of the amount of effort and attention required of the pilot for
any task.

The best category is defined as desired or clearly. adequate performance
in association with a satisfactory. level of pilot workload. The second best
category is defined by achievement of adequate performance although the pilot
is required to compensate for deficiencies by increasing his workload. It is
tolerable to him but he desires improvement. The third category involves
major deficiencies because the pilot finds it impossible to achieve adequate
performance even though his attempt' to compensate increases the total workload
to the maximum tolerable in context of the task or mission. Uncontrollable
obviates further concern with performance, but as in all previous categories,
must also be considered in the context of the selected task or required
operation (mission).

Compensation.. - "Pilot compensation" as used in the scale is intended to
indicate that the pilot must increase his workload to improve aircraft perfor-
mance. It relates the pilot's difficulty in completing a task with the
precision required for that task. Stated another way, it is the measure of
additional pilot effort and attention required to maintain a given level of
performance in the face of less favorable or deficient characteristics. '1The
total workload is then comprised of the workload due to compensation for air--
craft deficiencies plus the workload due to the task.

Referring to figure 6, we see that it is really only necessary to define
that which constitutes adequat,' performance when answering the second question.
The precision of control required for any task is most easily defined in terms
of the end result obtained. For example, the approach performance can be spec-
ified in terms of the threshold "gate," and landing performance is measured in
terms of vertical velocity at touchdown and dispersion about the intended
touchdown point. The necessity for holding airspeed, altitude, flight path,
or other parameters within specified limits throughoul each flight phase or
subphase may also be specified, but the cause and effect of occasionally
exceeding the limits mac, require pilot interpretation, The pilot must balance
both aspects of performance - maintaining precision of control and the end
result - against his own effort and attention in arriving at a rating.

The category definitions of figure 6 recognize the interaction between
p-rfornance achieved and the pilot workload required to compensate for def.-
cient characteristics. In the best category, no significant compcnsation, in
terms of added workload, is required by the pilot to achive adequate perfor-
mance. In fact, adequate performance is clearlyv ýbchievab1le and it may' just
as easily be possible to attain some higher level of performance, -;uch as
might be designated broadly as icr ,rc i ror•, :v-o From the di: finition, it
may be deduced that c. r:i or at )east ,l',iz.. i •r c ision of con.
trol can be obtained with relative ea-se or a low level of effort and atten--
tion. With deficiencie- characteri-ed by the seccrid categoryv, consi derabIy
more p i lot effort is requ i red and ,o• 1 ,,. pertorinance i s not nec:oss ari Iv

-a
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obtained. Now, however, a lower level of handling performance, but one
adequate for the purpose, can be achieved as long as the pilot will increase
his workload, even to the maximum tolerable for the selected task. If major
deficiencies exist, adequate precision of contrel would require an excessive
level of pilot workload and even the maximum tolerable pilot workload will not
enable achievement of the level of performance that is considered adequate
for the selected task. In this category, the additional deficiencies that
increase demands on the pilot can only be expected to result in inazdequate
performance, and the primary question becomes one of controllability. The
manner in which precision of control may be traded off against pilot effort
and attention is complex and defies explicit definition for all flight phases
or specified tasks. However, such compensation is available to the pilot and
is probably involved in the evaluation of handling qualities.

Failures or emergency operation.- The revised scale contains no reference
to failure considerations or emergency operation. In effect, this means that
the pilot need not always concern himself during an evaluation with the prob-
ability of a failure, nor with the length of time he might be faced with
deficient handling qualities. The time (duration) during which particular
characteristics must be coped with is inherently defined by the role and the
flight phase or task being evaluated. For operation based on a normal air-
craft state, the duration can be based explicitly on the aircraft rcle. If a
failure occurs, however, it may be rnecessary to consider alternatives like
aborting the flight or changing the flight plan to permit retreat to a more
favorable flight condition; in either case, the length of time that the criti-
cal flight condition must be tolerated might be shorteoed. Unless such
alternatives are spelled out in the task definition, however, the pilot must
always treat a failure state as having to be coped with for the duration of
the task or flight phase, depending on which is being rated. Normal and
emergency states then will require sepalate evaluations.

There are environmental conditions as well as minor failures which can
limit aircraft operation without being identified as an emergency. Excessive
turbulence or crosswind could preclude attempting a landing and thus require
that the flight plan be altered accordingly. Whenever limitations to the
operation are indicated or accepted in lieu of specifying a critical task this
fact should be clearly noted.

Pilot skill.- 'he pilot effort and attention required for a given task or
flight p-ase will, of course, depend somewhat upon individual pilot skill and
state of training, In the early versions ot the revised scale, the term
'*skill" was used in the 8 and 9 rating descriptions ii consideration of the
role of pilot skill in the dtizree of controllability which could he ac!hievtd.
Further consideration, however, has led in the 8 and 9 rating descriptions
to the substitution of phrases reflecting piiot wo•rk load reqjuired to even con.
tinve the task and the relative difficultv in maintairining control, in order to
rp'ain a consistency and compatibilit'- with the rest of the scale. In this,
manner, pilot skill becomes a cons;i derati of the total program for which the
evaltLation is being made.
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It is the opinion of the authors that as a general rule each pilot should
judge the suitability of any set of airplane characteristics in terms of his
own skill and training, and in terms of the required operations and circum-
stances as defined in the experiment. The effects of differing skills should
be determined from the results obtained from evaluation pilots of different,
but representative, levels of experience and training. Exceptions to this
general rule have occurred, however, when the research or development test
pilot is asked to evaluate handling qualities with respect to his understand-
ing of the lowest degree of skill and training existent in a group of
operational pilots.

_Oerating margins and safety.- The question of safety cannot be separated
from handling qualities because the precision with which certain parameters
are controllable determines whether available safety margins are apt to be
exceeded. The margins provided, as well as the consequence of exceeding them,
will certainly influence the effort and attention which a pilot applies. Oper-
ating margins with respect to such parameters as airspeed, angle of attack,
Mach number, and altitude then represent the constraints that define required
prerision of control, and thereby influence the rating selection. Operating
margins and safety should be recognized as constraints upon handling qualities
'that are inextricably related to performance and workload.

Considerations Associated With the Structure of the Revised Scale

Why a 10-point scale?- In discussing the revised scale, one question
that might be anticipated concerns the number of individual ratings the scale
defines. Most simply, the number is related to the four categories already
selected. Separating each of the upper three categories into three subratings
appears to provide an adequate spread for pilot use. Additional ratings in
the fourth category (uncontrollable) would not appear to be of general value.
A change in the number of individual ratings for each category was not deemed
necessary or desirable when considered in light of the large amount of exper-
ience with the previous scales.

Identifyingthe revised rating.- The oft-proclaimed criticism that the
scale should start with 10 and progress to I instead of from 1 to 10 may be
valid, but there are al.so examples that support the 1 to 10 logic. We are
reluctant at this point to suggest a change simply because of the widespread
use of 3-1/2 and to-1/2 boundaries. To now reverse these would likely
introduce considerable confusion and would not neces.saril1v have long-range
benefits.

in propcssirg a revi sed scale, it was ecogni :ed that some confuision might
'e5 It fromn Collt nA•Ii, use of the samne numerical scale that ha!-, been identified

With both the Cooper and CAL. S4cales. In references I anid 2, the authors pro.

posed a modified identi icat ion system u ir, Pg lPtt ers A and 1; ill Con ItillCt ion
with the number', 1 9. LUSbeqUe~nt experience and comment indicated this to
be- unnecessary N a, long as the rat ing Iume vrals ,ire as Soc ated e xp i ilv with
tho particular scale lsed.
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Linearity.- This is a desirable characteristic of any scale. A
temperature scale is linear with heat added for a material with constant spe-
cific heat, in that the temperature rise per unit quantity of heat added is
the same throughout the scale. Temperature is a normal and usefuil scale asso-
ciated with comfort. Even though temperature may be quite linear with heat
added, comfort is not linear with temperature. With what should the pilot rat-
ing scale be linear? Since it is purported to measure quality, it should then
be linear with the added quality of the pilot-vehicle combination in that the
change in pilot rating per unit quality addition should be the same throughout
the rating scale. The rating scale may possibly have this characteristic, but
to demonstrate that the scale is indeed linear would require an independent
measure of quality that does not presently exist. Since the basic merit of
the scale is not significantly affected by the lack of demonstrated linearity,
this factor has not been considered further. McDonnell in reference 4
describes a study that establishes a correlation between the Cooper Scale,
the revised scale of references 1 and 2, and a linear scale.

Ordinal versus interval scale.- An interval scale is desirable, hut the
proposed pilot rating scale cannot be shown to be an interval scale. The
authors have accepted it as being ordinal. It is, however, primarily an abso-
lute scale rather than a relative one. The pilot rating is given for a con-
figuration in the context of its acceptability to the pilot for the specified
flight phase (or task) and not in terms of its goodness with respect to a con-
figuration already evaluated. Fortunately, the concentration and effort
required in performing each evaluation tends to suppress in the pilot's mem-
ory the characteristics of preceding configurations, enabling him to consider
objectively each configuration on its own merits for the required operations
without continually making paired comparisons. Pilots are reluctant to rate
something as excellent or optimum for fear that a subsequent configuration
will be better than anything they considered possible.

Words versus numbers.- The basic structure of the rating scale is
completely dependent on word'; and their explicit definitions. The numeral
associated with the evaluator's final decision is an expedient, a shorthand
symbol. One risk associated with a numerical scale is that engineers will
attempt to treat the pilot rating data with mathematical operations that are
rigorously applicable only to a linear interval scale. Although some insight
is sometimes gained, analysis of specific pilot rating data should not he
totally dependent on such mathematical operations.

DifferinR standards of icceptance for the same mission.- One difficultvi
that has arisen in the use of' pilot rating data can he illustrated hv the 4ol--
lowing example. In an evaluation I ro,,:ram for the landinig approach flight
phase of a comnriercial air transport the role and mi ssion were careful iv
defined, the program was run, and the results were reported. One of the eval-
uation p',ilots , an airline pilot, subsequenthl, remarked that hi airline woitd
not accept any airplane with worse than a 4- 1/2 rating for the landing
approach. However, using the generallv ac-epted initerp~retation of the r-fli.
scale, this pilot had said, as an evaluation pilot, that aircraft with wors"
charaicteristics which he rated at 'i; and o could still he considered accentihble
for the intended use. In the fi rst case he wasN reflecting, the vieWpoint of

!
I
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airline management and not speaking from the pilot's standpoint. It must be
recognized that the final determination of overall acceptability of an air-
craft for a given role may be influenced by factors other than just the
piloting ratinig of the handling qualities.

In decidi:,g what to buy, any customer considers what he will get in terms
of how much it will cost. It is easy to envision similar decisions being made
to buy only that which is above the 3-1/2 boundary. And similarly, one can
envision a reluctant decision to buy as low as a 6 rating, or to even accept
a 7 or 8 rating (if the rating applied to a flight condition or aircraft fail-
ure state of low probability), but only if all other possibilities for pur-
chase of a better aircraft had been excluded. The basic pilot rating data on
which these decisions are based, however, must be strictly mission-oriented if
the subsequent quality versus cost decisions are to be meaningful. That is to
say, the role must be understood and each flight phase adequately defined by
the piloting task(s) provided. I

EXPERIMENTAL. USE OF PILOT RATING OF HANDLING QUALITIES

In previous usage of pilot rating scales, too little attention has been
given to defining just what the pilot was rating and how the data were to be
used. In defining the experiment and in reporting the results, it became
apparent that (1) the term "handling qualities" requires a tighter, less ambig-
uous definition, (2) an accounting is required for certain factors in addition
to stability and control, (3) a clearer understanding is needed of the differ-
ence between mission and task definition, (4) certain considerations relative
to the pilots assessment criteria must be understood, and (5) a simulation
situation requires special definition and consideration of the use of the
results and of the need for pilot extrapolation.

In the following paragraphs attention is devoted to certain aspects of
the design and execution of handling qualities experiments that are considered
particularly important to the production of good data and the further
clarification of the aforementioned problems.

Program Development

Fundamental to any handling qualities program is a cl-ar definition of
the primary objectives of the program and of the role and mission of the air-
craft. Next is the designation of the tasks to, he used in the course of the
evaluation, and what the rating applies to.

Pro~lram objective - l;enerally, it is expe,.ted that the use of the data

t'i 11 conform reasonably well with the objectives outlined for the program.
The primary objectives are related to either research, development, or accep-
tance hut there may also he a number of special considerations, (CMe : e
include whethei the program is exploratory or expected to be highly definitive,
etc.) it is es ,ential to define whether stabi litv and control characte ristics

Li

iI
Li
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or cockpit interface elements are the primary variables of investigation and
whether special conditions such as environmental disturbances, dynarwic or
static failures, or stresses are to be included in the task or considered in
the rating. Of particular importance will be the selection of evaluation
pilots and their indoctripazion with respect to the program. The part(i&lar
background, training, experience, and point of view of the evaluatioE pilots
selected for th; program may be determined by the program objective as well as
by the intended use of the resultant data.

Mission description.- The explicit description of the mission by
delinvation of the "required operations" is probably the most important con-
tributor to the objectivity of the pilot evaluation data. Ahe role must be
carefully analyzed and a clear description and understanding reached between
the engineer and the evaluation pilot as to their interpretation of the
required operations. This description must include:

a. What the pilot is required to accomplish with the aircraft, and
b. The conditions or circumstances under which the mission is to be

conducted.

Because of their importance in specifying "what the pilot rating appJies
to" and ir' providing definitive guidance for the pilot in his evaluation, the
"required operations" may often have to be given in considerable detail.. Vn
its simplest form, this consists of designating the flight phase or subphase(s)
of interest, and including such variations as are considered critical and
representative of actual operations.

As an example of (b), the conditions or circumstances might include
instrument or visual flight, type of displays or controls in the cockpit, or
other input information to assist the pilot in accomplishing the mission, etc.
The environment in which the mission is to be accomplished must also be
defined and considered in the evaluation, and could include, for example, the
presence or absence of turbulence, day versus night, the frequency wiith ,hich
the mission has to 4e repeated, the preparedness of the pilot for the mission,
and the pilot's level of proficiency.

As noted under the discussion of the revised scale, it was recommended
that steady-state failure consideratiuas, with the attendant questions as to
probability of occurrence, should be removed from the scale. fhis means that
separate ratings would be obtained for each failure mode. Steady-state fail-
ure modes would then norm lly be considered as existiig throughout the evaln-
ation task or fKight phase, unless, of course, a npecific evaluation progr,;l
"s designed to consider •iem otherwise.

in evaluating the impact of transient disturbances caused by eithe:"
environmental conditions or system failures, tne pilot is still faced with the
basic decisiton of wiaat tradeoff he will accept between performance and nork-
load and hoý long he must cope with the condition.

High probab1lity occurrenaes, such as low to moderate turbuliecnce, wind
shear, and cross wind, can be rated separately, as if occurring tC-roughout the



task or flight phasc, but should be included in a composite rating or a flight
phase rating to convey the realistic situation. It is preferable to evaluate
separately such low probabi ty occurrences as severe turbulence so that the
pilot is not asked to weigh probability of occurrence and generalize a compos-
ite ra tog to the point that it loses value. For example, a pilot may prefer
to discuss a short duration occurrence of degraded handling qualities in the
pilot comment data rather than to make a radical change in the task rating or
flight phase rating.

Such questions of probability of occurrence and levels of disturbances
must be resolved as part of the mission description in the design of the exper-
iment, with special attention often being required with respect to pilot
orientation and the reporting of results.

What the Rating Applies to

Task and fliht phase terminology.- For a pilot to evaluate the handling
qualities of an aircraft, he must maneuver it and otherwise use it for its
intended purpose. This purpose is given in a general sense by the role but
more specifically by the designation of thi required operations or mission.
Next, it must be decided whether the handling qualities are being evaluated
for a complete flight, a single flight phase, a subphase, or a specifically
defined task. In any event, a task or series of tasks must be specified that
will provide a suitable basis for pilot evaluation. The extent to which the
evaluation task selected represents all aspects of the aircraft mission will
depend upon several factors, the more important of which are program objective,
simulation capability, and certain pilot considerations, From the definitions
provided, it will be possible to establish conventional procedures for refe:,-
ring to task ratings in contrast to flight, flight phase, or subphase ratings.

General consid'.rations.- To provide an overall pilot rating for a.
complete flight or aircraft role woull likely involve so 'Rany situations that
little of the inf.ormation would relate to specific stability and control char-
acteristics. For such a use, an overall rating would be of ittle value
unlcss reference were made to the detailed comment• provided by the pilot for
each subphase. A flight subphase, on the other hand, is devoted to a single
objcctive :!nL has a singlc configuration or change in configuration. There-
fore evaluation of a flight subphase would enable more direct correlation to
b- made between pilot rating and specific stability and control
character st ics.

Should significant changes then occur in either the aircraft state, the
coc.pit interface or the aircraft environment during a given flight phase, it
might be de 5sirab le To confine the pilot rating to a flight subphase defineL'
L a single air(-raft state oven though the task occurs in other subpha.;es with
difi r nt aircraft states.

If ar evaluatio-, i:• to apply to a flight bhase, the rati;ig w'4ill tend to
be weighted bY the more adv'erse subphase characteristics. On t:he ot hcr hand.
,in task representativ,,ct of one or more flight phases wiJ 1 provide a

...............................



better opportunity for the -pilot to a~scss the workload in~voi~v, Yhe
adequacy of the i~nforinizion eisiae iid the effect of 'unant~ ikJ.ated
environmental discurbances -

Short term mancuveris, particulae~ly, if etercmined to be the critical part
of the task., wi I be most useful. when the (-ffect of spocific stabi).ity al~d

concýrol parameters ure assessed, but their use to the exclusion of a. lonig- term
mission-oriented task, can reduce both -:onfi&4encc kn and the fidelitv ulf the
handling qualities evaluation. The inclusioii oF auxiliary tas~s in Eýa evalua-
tion task will deriend ilpon the program~ objeci:ivvo but nay not be required for
handling qualities studies in whkch the i~ontvo.)l tesx is of pri~mary Interest.
Add~itional workload imjposed by the auxiliary "asks z~ar aezuall 'y ir.terfere with
the pilot's evaluation of the cha,,acter~istics of greatest interest but, of
ccirse, raust ultimately be tat-e into account,

No hard and -±'ast rule car be given for dafininq the eývaluation task,
becausýe it is obvious that the program objectives will play a significant
part, but the neaz~er the selected task represents al~i the dem~ands of the real

isinduring the flight phase or subphase b,.ing evaluaced, thý! less will be
the extrapolatic-i required of the pilot.

For pilot ratings that apply to a complete f'ight, flight phase, or
subphase, the rating must consider all disturbasices specified for the mission
in the sent-e of being required operations;. Thus, ;-,Kir extrapolation is
expected foi these rating~s, placing greacer reliance on the pilotL's -)udgement
than for either task or comwposite ratings. On the other hand, task and comn-
posite ratings must be reviewed with caution, as they rniv not include the most
critical conditions and, therefore, coLul( be misleading.

The selection of a complete fi'ght, flight phase, o- subphase as the unit
to be rated will therefore depend upon the program objective, the character-
istics of prima~y interest, and the degrae tu which it is desired to draw upon
the pilot's traininy, experience, and knowledge to assess and extrapolate
beyond tl.. -.,ecific task provided. Several aspects of task selection involved
in actual practice are discussed further in the following Fla--agraphs.

Task 's. flighýt phýase rcopster To provide a rzting based on
the simulated task is, of course, the most direct approach and reduces the
uncertainties of as1 inx the pilot for eAtrapolation. It is weak, hovever, ill
that the task selected may not rerresent crit,'.cal flight conditions, thereby
allowing a nonconservative lenienc~y in 'the interpretation of the Fillot iati~ng.
Obviously, the pilot wil, not be as influenced by rnlssion objectives if he is
told to confine his rating to the evaluation task, alt'nough it may be diffi-
cult for hi-m to -xclude considerations that he knows he would consider under
actual operating conditions. If, however, ail the separate tasks or subphases
needed to define a flight phase can be provided, sepzate ratings may be
obtainedJ for each task or- subphase, and ý.ccmpo.,ite rating then gi,,ev for the
multiple tasks or -itbphases required to represci-t a clig~t pla!;e. Providing
all the separate tasks require,- "-o define a flight phase riowtner, is seldomn
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possible even by s.;mulaticr,. Nor is it always possible in actual flight,
although its import:ance may dictate flying to remote areas to find
environmental conditions hfr the actual tests.

if it is then not possible to provide all the separate tasks required to
define a given flight phase, it may be desirable to base a flight phase rating
largely on the pilot's ability to draw on his knowledge, experience, and use
of pilot-induced disturbances or self-induced tasks. Such a procedure

utilizes the maximum capability of the pilot but also introduces extrapolation,
with the inherent risk of his occasionally overlooking a potential problem or
of being unduly :ritical of certain characteristics. The extent to which the
pilot is expected to compensate for limitations in the simulated situation
must be clearly understood at the start of a program.

If the time factor and probability of occurrence are the same for each
task the composite rating will likely reflect the most critical task. If the
probability of occurrence is low for one of the tasks (as might be attribut-
able to severe turbulcnce), it is still p(,ssible for the probability of
encounter to influence a composite rating in an undefined manner unless such
a task is excluded from the composite rating. The experimenter must decide
whether composite ratings, which include "probability of failure" or pceobabil-
ity of encountering "unusual" environmental conditions, are to be assessed by
the pilot or someone else. There must be no doubt as to whose responsibility
this is, however.

Transient disturbances.- When a steady-state failure is designated, the
pilot is exempt from considering the probability of a failure. However, some-
one must consider the probability of encountering transient disturbances from
engine or other failures, wind shear or other short-term environmental condi-

tion,•. In these cases, the pilot might have to consider the duration of the
disturbance as wall as its level. If specified in the mission definition, the
pilot must consider disturbances whcther they are provided in the task or not.

Admittedly, a rating that reflects extrapolation for the effect of an
undefined level and extent of a disturbance represents an approximation, but
this may often be rer,erable to ignoring the disturbance.

"I" . effect of certai., disturbances, such as those induced by the
environment and the dynamics of failure, on pilot rating will depend heavily
up( the aircraft state. As a rule, transient disturbances from whatever
source will affect the pilot rati;ng less if the handling qualities are good
rather than poor. For thi s reason, it becomes increasingly important to pro--
vide more accurate dynamic representation of transient disturbances as
handling qualities deteriorate.

ine axi or sinle parameter evalnations.- Confusion can occur when
rat ing.r are requested for specific parameters or for a single axis rather than
for the complete pilot-vehicle combination in performanc:e of its mission. It
ýthould he dent *yiai.%s that are rated, with the influence of specific

iranieters identified through changes, if any, in the pilot ratings and from

the ii ot.t cmm rir,n datla
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Single-axis simulations can be of considerable value in quick look
evaluations but should be clearly identified, so that the limitations of the
data can be recognized. The task that, for example, includes freedom for
maneuvering in pitch only cannot provide information on either total pilot
workload or control coupling. When a single axis or single parameter is of
primary interest, it is preferable to incorporate the single axis characteris-
tics into a full multiple-axis (six degrees of freedom) task so that the
evaluation can be made in the full context of handling qualities.

Deficiencies evaluated in the longitudinal flight mode cannot be simply
added to deficiencies evaluated separately in the latera)--directional mode.
As a consequence, the most critical single axis task cannot necessariiy be
assumed to be the most critical overall pilot-vehicle task.

A parallel situation arises in the general application of quantitative
criteria for handling qualities. As a rule, such criteria are developed for
specific parameters with all other parameters at a satisfactory level. Such
is not necessarily the case in real life, so that one cannot expect to find
single parameter criteria that apply accurately to all aircraft with their
various roles, configurations, and operating environments.

Preoccupation with variations in a single parameter should not be allowed
to distract the pilot from the fact that his ratings apply to handling quali-
ties as a whole, for the task (or flight phase) in context of the aircraft
role. Assessment of single parameters or single axis effects can oe very
helpful to a designer, but special care must be taken in the development and
presentation of such data. Programs of such limited scope are likely to
introduce considerable pilot extrapolation with a resulting low level of con-
fidence so that in some cases it may be more desirable to obtain only pilot
comment data or comparative results not associated with a handling qualities
rating.

An evaluation may often involve comparisons or relative assessment of
specific characteristics, but the evaluation pilot should not become so
engrossed in comparisons that he loses sight of the absolute aspects of per-
formance and workload in the context of the role and mission requirements.
The use of an entirely separate rating scale, specifically for relative assess-
ment of individual stability and control paramet,ýrs, has been considered but
abandoned because of possible confusion introduced by a second scale.

Pilot Assessment Considerations

Pilot ratin4,- AS a shorthand representation of the handling qualities of
an aircrart in tHe performance of a defined mission and task, a -i lot it ing
will be meaningful on!ý, in proportion to the care taken in dfvelopin•, ,P pro
gram (defining object ives, the role and mission, the evaluation task, ihat the
rating applies to, the simulation situation and extent of pilot extrapolation
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involved). Unless a common basis is established and any criteria used are
clearly indicated, one cannot expect to achieve reliable data and comparable
ratings among pilots. Large disagreement between pilot ratings is usually
traced to incomplete program development.

There tends to be some disagreement among pilots as to how they actually
arrive at a specific numerical rating. Some pilots lean heavily on the speci-
fic rating description and look for the description that best fits their over-
all assessment. Other pilots prefer to make the dichotomous decisions
sequentially, thereby arriving at a choice between two or three ratings. The
decision among the two or three ratings is then based upon the adjective
description. In concept, the latter technique is preferable since it empha-
sizes the relationship of all quality decisions to the aircraft role and
mission requirements. With the final version of the revised scale, the pilot
decisions shown must be considered in order to define the category boundaries.

The actual technique used is probably somewhere between the two tech-
niques diszussed above and is not so different mamong pilots- In the past, the
pilot',; choice has probably been strongly influenced by the relative useful-
ness of the descriptions provided for the categories on one hand, and the
numerica.. ratings on the other. The evaluation pilot is more or less continu-
ously considering the rating decision process during his evaluation. He pro-
ceeds through the dichotomous decisions to the adjective descriptors enough
times that his final decision is a blend of both techniques.

Half ratings (e.g., ecating 4-1/2) generally indicate reluctance of the
evaluation pilot to assign either of the adjacent ratings to describe the con-
figuration. Any finer breakdown than half ratings is hardly ever justified
since any number greater than or less than the half rating implies that it
belongs in the adjacent group. Any distinction between configurations
assigned the same rating must be made in the pilot comments. Use of the
3-1/2, 01-i/2, and 9-1/2 ratings is discouraged because they represent impor-
tant "boundary" conditions and the decision as to which category is •elected

mayV be s;ignificant even though hard to make.

As a general rule, pilot ratings and corments are preferably given on the
spot when the characteristics, performance, and workload are fresh in mind.
It the pilot should later want to change his rating, the reasons for the
change maN be of interest. In some cases, an attempt should be made to repeat
the configuration later :n the evaluation program.

Pil1ots.-' comment s. - The use of a rating scale considered for universal
han;l ng qualities application leads to the assumption that the numerical
pilot ating can repres ent the entire qualitative assessnment. Lxtreme care
mu,,t be taken against thi.s oversimplification because the numerical ratings do
not co0istittute the complete rcsults of the data gathering process.

As one might expect, the evaluation data most often neglected are the
pilot,;' comments, either because they are not recorded or because the',' are
often difficult to deal with because of their qualitative form, and perhaps
thci) '[•)uk. often the nature of the expqeriment allows the pilot neither the
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time nor the opportunity to identify the cause of his objections. Ratings,
without the pilot's objections, are only part of the story. Only if the deifi-
cient areas can be identified. can one expect to devise improvements to elimi-
nate or attenuate the shortcomings. The pilot comments are the means by which
the identification can be made.

The pilots' objections to the handling qualities are important therefore
to the airplane designer who is responsible for improving the handling qual-
ities and to the engineer who is attempting to understand and use the pilot
rating data. If ratings are the only output, the engineer has no real way of
assessing whether the objectives of the experiment were actually realized .A

pilot's comments supply a means of assessing whether his objections (which
lead to his summary iting) were related to the mission, to some extraneous
factor in the execution of the experiment, or to his inaccurate interpretation
of various aspects of the mission. For pilots' comments to be most useful,
several details must be kept in mind.

Generally, pilots should comment in the simplest possible language.
Attempts to translate the observed characteristics or responses into engineer-
ing terms should be avoided, unless such terms accurately supplement the
pilot's observations given in descriptive terms. The pilot should report what
he sees and feels, and describe his difficulties in carrying out whatever he
is attempting. It is then important for the pilot to relate his difficulties
in executing specific tasks to their effect on the accomplishment of the
required operations.

The pilot should be encouraged to make specific comments when evaluating
each configuration. These comments generally are in response to questions
developed during discussions of the mission and simulation situation. The
pilot must also be encouraged to comment regarding his difficulties over and
above the answers to the specific questions asked of him. In this regard, the
test pilot should strive for a balance between a continuous rnining commentary
and only occasional comment in the form of an explicit adjective. The former
often requires so much editing to find the substance that it is often ignored,
while the latter may add nothing to the numerical rating itself.

The pilot's comments must be collected during or immediately after each
evaluation. If the comments are left until the conclusion of the evaluation,
they are often forgotten. For both in-fl;ght and ground simulator evaluations,
this means that provision should be made for wire or tape recording. The
immediate recording of key words or phrases on a kneepad can often be easily
expanded to the full content after the task or evaluation is completed. It
has been the experience of the authors that the best voluntary comments are
often given during the evaluation. A useful procedure is to encourage volun-
tary comment and note-taking during the evaluation and to require answers to
specific questions in the summary comments at the end of the evaluation.

Questionnaires or e:rnlicit check lists ensure that: (a) all important or
suspected aspects are cor. idered and not overiooked, (b) the reason far a
given rating is specified, (c) an understanding is provided of the tradeoffs
with which pilots must continually contend, and (d) supplementary comment that
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. might not be offered otherwise is
stimulated. It is recommended that".1Cde r .... 1 f,(,. to . , ne- , ....... o . ... the pilots participate in the prepar-

C.WOSl 'C•I0 •r•CTICYO [t9d COCXC. O!CurC 0? ntIO CCle'; abrupt Cr.~rkeC~,S

. . r, cqh, ,, Tfse motom Cori r o Vvl ,C, e ,l-med 2 ation of the questionnaires. T"he
questionnaires should be modified if

.o -, d. ed heo, p!,. ,ootpf ,pf oers necessary as a result of the pilots'
7 .r,. IC' , ,,, oq av,,,,, o,, he -rCe initial, evaluations. On occasion, i t

may be desirable to classify pilots'
... ... d h, .... Ce ?* •br o, .... •pt ....... ,•O ° 4 comments by having the pi lots select

r% sh, ' -1duce g ,c), n tondoo l• o recover one of several ranked comments about
. ,, . , . ,.O ,0eOQ.T 0, r,•o•,e or~?C O S ~ a specific characteristic. An exam-

"ple of such a classification of spe-
ýr e. • x no-C .o, •Of ,, ....... -Y . w 7,o , D oo PýO, • cific pilots' comments is shown in

1 ,,e'. , CC, 'er•C•e e T.ý r k " figure 8 for PlO tendency. Classifi-
*
T
rese CnCnrc . ore ,, , rej,.e .e " "'r • cation as shown i n this exan~ple is

for easy identification only, and is
Figure 8.- Classification of P1O tendency. not to be confused with the designa-

tion for pilot rating.

Simulacion Situation

A pilot evaluation is seldom conducted under the full circumstances of an
actual flight. It almost always involves simulation to some degree because of
the absence of the real situation. As an example, the evaluation of a day
fighter is seldom carried out under the circumstances of a combat mission
where the pilot is not only shooting at real targets but is being shot at with
real bulletv. Therefore, after the program has been defined and the decision
made as to what is being rated, the relationship of the simulation to the real
situation must be explicitly stated for both the engineer and the evaluation
pilot so that each may clearly understand the limitations with respect to what
is provided in the task, the environmental disturbances, the cockpit interface,
and the completeness of the simulation of the stability and control
characteristics.

The pilot and engineer must know not only wnat is left out of an
evaluation program, but also what Js in that should not be in. The fact that
the arxiety and tenseness of the real situation are missirng, and that the air--
plane is flying in the clear blue c~f calm daylight air instead of in the icy,
cloudy, turbulent, darkness of the real mission could affect the results and
should be considered during the poogram development and the interpretation of
the results.

Cockjit interface.- 'The cockpit interface must be speciFied, at least to
the extent necessary to identify any factcrs that influ.,ence handling quali.
ties. As; a rule, once this is done for a given prograr: it rema;.ns fixel and
is mereis reference information. When stabilit) and control :ha-actcrie tJ.P s,
for example, are the primary interest, features pertaining to the flow of
information to and from the cockpit probably would not be considerco 31s varxi-
at)ies in the study, but they must be noted With s.;ufficienl deta' I ,o , stabl ,sh
at least any possible qualitative influence on the res;ults

-. _ __Ti_ _ • , 1-- -i -1• ", ii •
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The individual cockpit features, such as control system characteristics
and instrument display, may, however, often include the specific variables to
be studied. In some ca:;eŽ, these variables will be made known to the evalua-
tion pilot, while in others, it will be more important that he assess only the
overall handling qualities with respect to task accomplishment.

Unless control system characteristics are a variable to be studied, it is
desirable to provide an accurate representation of the anticipated vehicle
control system. Such factors as control system break-out force, friction,
inertial characteristics, or system gearing and sensitivity may significantly
affect pilot rating. If it is not practical to represent the vehicle control
system characteristics accurately then system characteristics should be pro-
vided that are at least satisfactory to the evaluation pilots and do not
introduce unwanted problems. It is often desirable to allow evaluation pilots
to establish comfortable levels of control sensitivity, for example, before
beginning an evaluation program. rhis procedure has distinct advantages in
reducing the number of uncontrolled variables that may enter into an evalua-
tion progrmn. Care must be taken, however, that this procedure is not used
when the control sensitivity is a variable.

Repositioning arty of the selectors available to the flight crew to change
aircraft configuration will depend on the flight phase or task being evaluated.
Visual information available to the pilot is defined by such features as the
cockpit cut-off angle, the simulator system for providing external information,
and the types and locations of' the cockpit instruments.

Aircraft environment.- The extent to which aircraft environmental factors
are included in the simulation must be described. It is important that the
level of such disturbances be related to the length of time they are to be
coped with This is usually for the duration of a flight phase, or specified
task, but if it is to be considered as a transient condi'iion, this should be
noted.

Should the evaluation be conducted under actual flight conditions, it may
be desirable to secure a turbulence classification based on the standardized
scale from the [PA Airman's Information Manual (fig. 9), or to relate to other
documentation as may be available.

The probability of occurrence of various levels of turbulence is an
important consideration, but is much too complex fcr the pilot to consider
during an evaluation.

The influence of e vironmental distui bances varies ýnversely with the
level of nandling qua ities; that is, in general, the poorer the handling
qualities, the more thve are influenced by adverse disturbances. There i s no
sirple nile, iaowevc r, for translating ratings obtained in smooth air to
rating- applicable to rough air.

hnv ironmental dis uriancvs with some undefined probability, of occurrenco,
(a-- stronglv influence the aircraft design and its handling. qualities. 1:or
this reason, their inclusion can be essential to the cnduct of handl ing,, I
Itries experiments. When no provision is made for ac t oal -.,r s;imiilatced
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Figure 9.- Turbulence criteria.

environmental disturbances, it may be necessary for the pilot to learn their
effect on handling qualities by emploving self-imposed disturbances. Such
procedures have limited application in a sophisticated simulation program, but
do have considerable value in "tshort look" programs.

Pilot stress.- Suruprise and stress can interfere with the pilot's
performance by distracting him from the primary task. Considering these fac-
tors in depth is usually left to the more sophisticated programs, but those
elements that contribute to greater fidelity and realism in a simulation pro-
gram will be found desirable. TFhe sharp jolt oi' the cockpit when a bad land-
ing occurs contrasts vividly with the smooth conditions of a good landing.

An element of surprise and stress should be introduced when the dynamic
effects of control sy' stem or SAS fai lures are being evaluated. 'To be truly
objective would require data from many occurrences introduced in a random man-
ner during thle time the pilot is engrossed in the performance of a task.

If su~rpri.se and stress are not included in thle task, the evaluation pilot
must -simulate surprise, distract ion, or unattende op~eration b 'y us i rig a
delayed react ionl tline .! Mhe s tress or rap id increase i n pTil1o t wo rkIcload ".h en1
two or- more a idvetor s Y c ond I t i on s or si tuati onýý occur t ogethIner c al b) CS tuLd ied in
MO re soh l S15t I L at ed s i mu 1;at I ol pr;ograms . Th e se pot ent IalI 'operat inrg prob lems"
:o nsis t ing o f combi n at ions ý of fat IILure s or weather cond I t i ons a re apit to ra isev
tile qUeSt i On ot' p1rL hab I I I t V of occ urrence . Aga in , t hi s qu e s t i on ; hol I d b)e
sep ara tevd fromn the p) i l ot assessmenit whenever possibhl e. 1*1e p)i l ot r at i I)

,,how I d rei.t I ecLt th11e dii f f cu I t y and e ffe ct ot I) er formulnc of thle occurre.nci.
re 1 at i ve to succesfull Complet ion of the taskr Or flight p~hdase uWder eu?,lI1.1t 10l1.
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Therefore, such occurrences must originate with the program objective and he
documented in the test plan as to how they will be executed; that is, whether
they will be included in a task or left to the pilot's individual assessment.

Pilot extrapolation and confidence.- The question of simulation enters
into nearly every evaluation program to some degree. Previous studies
(ref. 9) have shown that sophistication is not necessarily the key to simula-
tor usefulness although it can extend the range of application. Deciding
"what a pilot rating applies to" (specific task or flight phase), and the
completeness of the simulation will determine the degree to which pilot
extrapolation is to be relied on. Neither the pilot nor the engineer ret-tins
confidence in the results if the need for extrapolation of observed results
becomes too great. Guidelines have been drawn in this report to guard against
this problem while at the same time encouraging full utilization of the
trained and experienced test pilot.

It is felt that careful planning and agreement on program objectives,
mission definition, what is being rated, and the execution of the experiment
can limit the uncertainties of extrapolation.

In order to provide a means for expression, on the part of pilots in
particular, a confidence factor could be introduced into programs in which
simulation is involved. A definition might be "the ratio of the information
available (to the pilot) in the simulation situation to the information
required to derive a realistic pilot rating." While provision is made for the
use of such a confidence factor, no recommendation as to its use is given in
this report. If used, care must be taken to insure that the confidence factor
does not inhibit or otherwise confuse the actual pilot ratings assigned. As
reference information, a confidence factor could help a pilot focus his com-
ments on the adequacy of the simulation, but questionnaires could serve the
same purpose.
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A Loma o soQ , a o01-; ., h o ,•o,-i1f 1,qh deqee confidence factor, a si mple class i.-
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The Briefing Guide

In order to summarize the content of this report in a form which may be
applied directly to the execution of handling qualities experiments, a
"Briefing Guide" has been assembled in appendix B. The purpose of this guide
is to outline a format to insure that all pertinent documentation is covered
for each evaluation program. Only in this way can the evaluation pilots be
sure that everyone is talking about the same thing. Subsequent analysis of
the data, reporting, and ultimate comparison with data from other sources is
then materially aided.

The briefing guide enables the pilot and engineer to know what is missing
from an evaluation program, as well as what is provided.

Onc.e the information is tabulated, it should be apparent just what is
being evaluated and rated, what the task is, the conditions under which the
evaluation is performed, and the applicability of the data. With the impor-
tant information provided in a Briefing Guide, it should be possible to
evaluate handling qualities more effectively and to improve communication
not only between pilots and engineers, but between various research and
development groups as well.

I
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APPEND IX A

DEFINITIONS

COMPENSATION The measure of additional pilot effort and attention
required to ma:antatn a given level of performance in the
face of deficient vehicle characteristics.

CONFIGURATION - The aircraft geometry as established by the actual
position of movable portions and surfaces controllable
by the selectors, and the state of operability of
on-board systems.

Examples: Auto-throttle on, flaps at 150, wing sweep
at 45', etc.

COCKPIT INTERFACE - The means provided for the flow of information to and
from the pilou . These ir.:lude the display of informa-
tion available to the pilot as well as the type and
characteristics of the cockpit controls.

Examples: Description of cockpit instruments and layout.
Description of control system (i.e., stick,
wheel, force - deflection gradients, sensi-
Zivities, primary, secondary controls, and
selectors provided).

CONTROLS - A distinction is made between the types of controls in
the cockpit according to their function. Principal con-
trols are the primary and secondary controls.

Primary Those controls used by a pilot to continuously modify
the movement of the aircraft.

Examples: Pitch, roll, yaw controls, tnrottle, [LC.

Secondary - Those controls used by :3 pilot to make discrete changes
in the n ovement or balance of the aircraft, thereby modi-
fying the need for actuation of the primary controls.

Examp3es" Pitch, roll, and yaw trinmers, aerodynamic
braking devices.

Selectors - 'lose cockpit controls available to the crew for
changing aircraft configuration-

Examples: Flaps, slats, wing sweep, BLC.
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FAILURE STATE -- A zteady-state failure' charactt_'ized by the various
failed systems that aifect the handling qualities. The
dynamic effect of a fail re is cIlJd a change of state
and should be noted separateiy.

Examples: Any failure resulting in loss of selected
function. E,1 ne failure, augmectation sys-
tem, failure in stalility, autothr'ottle, pri-
mary flight control system (power boost,
electric stic:(, servo control rcl etc.) or
secondary flight control system (trim. aeru-
dynamic brake, etc.).

FLIGHT or SORTIE A complete sequence of f>.,,ht pnlses of an air•iaft
within one of its roles. Full or complF.te mission.

Example: Thn:' composite of takeoff, climb, cruis,., com-
bat (or other speci~al phase~.! descent,
approach, 1 riding.

FLIGHf PHASE - A designated portion or segment of a complete flight. A
mission phase. A flight phase may be represented by one
or more separat tasks.

Examples: (a) •ommor phases - takeoff, climb, cruise,
descent, approach, anJ landing.

(b) Speci::. phases required by role -

formation, refur ling, air-to-air or aii to--
ground combat, weapon delivery, emergency
conditions (i.e., 2- or 3--engine operation,
emergency descent, etc.), VTOL transition,
VTOL hover, STOL takeoff, and STCL, approach,

FLIGHT SUBPHASE - That part of a flight phase having a single objective,
and a single configuration or change in a configuration.

Examples: Air-to--air tracking, terminal, area holding,
glide slope capture, localizer capture, ItS
tracking, wave-off.

HANDLING QUALITIES - Those qualities or characteristics of an ai-craft that
govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is able
to perform the tasks required in support of an aircraft
role,

_______
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MANEMUN, A planned and regulated iaovEwment of an aircraft fox the
purpose of aiJtng the completion of a given control task.

Examples: B3ank, turn, div-, pullup, turn reversal, roll
i, versal, rolling puliup, steady ;ideslip,
return from sideslip, control steps and
pulses, maintenance of a steady condition.

MISSION - The co."nosite of pilot-vehicle functions that must be
performed to fulfill operational requirements. May be
specified for a role, complete fl1g, flight phase, or
flight subphase.

PFRFORIANCE - The precision of cortroi with respect to aircrft aiuve-
ment that a pilot iP able to achieve in performing a
task (Pilot-vehicl -" performance is a measure of
handling performanct, Pilot performance is a measure
of the manner or el.`ficiency with which a pilot moves
the principal contt,-ols in perfo'rming a task.)

ROLE - The function or puroose that defines the primary use of
an aircraft

SPECIAL CONDITIONS - The special circumstances pertinent to the evaluation
(i.e., aircraft environment and pilot stress).

Examples: Speci-l conditions of weather and environment,
turbulence, wind shear, ceiling, visibility -

night, etc. Pilot awareness, surprise, or
distrEztion with respect to impending failure
or disN:urbances.

STATE The mass distribution and failure situationl that deter-
mine completely the behavior characteristics of the-
aircraft. A state without a failure is a normal state.

TASK - The actual work assigned a pilot to be performed in
corpletici of or as representative of a designat'ed
fiignt segalnTw.

ConTrol That part uf a task which requires continuing actuation
of the p.-incipal controls and use of the selectors (see
"CONTROLS") as required.

L xanpIes: Movement between specified pointl;, trac'.•1ng
part of weapon deliveŽry, ILS or "(4; vracg in,.
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Auxiliary - That part of a task which involves the pilot in actions
other than direct control of the aircraft.

Examples: Navigation, communication monitoring, and
selection of systems.

WO}LOAD -- The integrated physical and mental effort required to
perform a specified piloting task.

Physical The effort expended by the pilot in moving or imposing
forces on the controls during a specified piloting task.

Mntal Mental workload is at present not amenable to quantita-
tive analysis by other than pilot evaluation, or indi-
rect methods using physical workload (input) and the
task performance measurements. An example would be the
improvement associated with flight-director type dis-
plays which reduce the mental compensation normally
required of the pilot.
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APPENDIX 3

BRIEFING GUIDE AND RATING INFORMATION FOR HANDLING QUALIT[ES EXPERIMENTS

PROGRAM DEFINITION

Objectives

General:

Research[] Development[- Acceptances] OtherL7

Aircraft role

Flight segment of interest

Parameter or varic.ble of primary interest

Mission description:

General statement of the required operations for the flight segment
of interest in context of aircraft rcle.

1. What is pilot--e:kicle combination required to accomplish?

2. What are the 2onditiorIs under which these required operations are
to be carried out (i.e., aircraft state, cnxvironmcrt, and cockpit
interface)?

------
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Scope

Short look (guide to further tests)LE]

Long look (definitive as possible)[3

Task related only (minimize pilot extrapolation)[]

Mission or flight segment related (pilot extrapolation encouraged)j[]

Nature of task or tasks provided: 0

Short term L Long term n

Critical task(s) included?[] Or left for pilot extrapolation?[

Identify: _--

Are simulated disturbances provided or to be supplied by pilot?

Use of pilot-initiated or self-imposed tasks, disturbances, or short-
term maneuvers.

Provision for familiarizati-)n:

Measured performance:

Is performance to be measured?

Pilot-vehicle (output)[--_ _

Pilot workload (input)_-__

Other neasurement ? __

Additional provisions:
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Are additional runs allowed for evaluation? Explain:

RATING INFORMATION

What is to be rated?

L Handling qualities L] Other-

L- Task

Li Flight segment (flight phase or subphase)

LiComposite of tasks (specify tasks included in composite rating)

Li Composite of subphases (specify subphases)__

What is provided?

Test vehicle: (aircraft, spacecraft, simulator, etc.)

Aircraft state:

NormalE] EmergencyE] Identify failure:____

Configuration:

Gross weight :

Mass distribution:

Changes in aircraft state:

Configuration chang,,s (during task or designated pha•;c

--- ---- ---
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Transient fai lures (unanticipated fai lures to be introduced into task
for pilot reaction to and correction of resulting discurhe~.nce)

Cockpit interface:

(Brief descriptio,ý of important items uotiflg unusual or detracting or
limiting characteristics in partIcular)

PWrincipal controls:

Primary controls:____ __

Secon~dary controls:

ýýelectors:

Cues anJ di ;turbanc~es provided:---- ,

Mloti. . ____

ui suI

I ns t 1-1 [let) t'S T (O I VC t i (-l- 1a Nox Lic
Fit I 'palre I LIPa I -, 1) c I F

(Br i e t' , • t emteri it f. i iilýt r i imti it s or C11a r.Ct e r it ic S w1 i I I If!;I v
'I~e t r'l ; V 1 'a ion)
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External visi~on:

External vi sual display VFR provitded D not prov i ded L
I IT onl IY

(Brief description of informantion provided)

Task(s)'

Control task description:____ _______

Auxiliary tasks'? YesDP NoD

Aircraft environment:

Pox' [j Night D

Vijs i bji itv condi t ins:--

1 url*In I tic(cL

W ind( ;1 ohar Li __ ----

)th r~ thLI nitiorŽ
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PILOT EVALUATION DATA

j Form of results

Pilot ratingS Comments L QuestionnaireS] Oral debriefing[]

Other E _

Pilot rating scale:

Principal items for comment:

Program assessment:

(Comments and recommendations on validity, effectiveness, etc.
Confidence factor -if used)

I

-l
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APPENDIX B - Example I

BRIEFING GUIDE AND RATING INFORMATION FOR HANDLING Q'JALITIES EXPERIMENTS

PROGRAM DEFINITION

Objectives

General:

ResearchE DevelopmentS Acceptance El Other 0

Aircraft role Commercial transport

Flight segment of interest Landing approach

Parameter or variable of primary interest L •ngitudina. stabiZitz

Mission description:

General statement of the required operations for the flight segment
of interest in context of aircraft role.

1. What is pilot-vehicle combination required to accomplish?

Conduct VFR and IFR approaches and landings, either Day or Zgiyht,

with an accuracy -_.50 ft from desired path and +5 k airspeed. Ninetyi

percent consistency is al awable if pilot can execute wave off safoly

or make an acceptable Zanding. (5 ft/sec at touchdown, 6ithin .- -t

of centerline, with ;ide velocity Zeos than 5ftic;

2. What are the conditions under which these required operations are
to be carried out (i.e., aircraft state, environment, and cockpit
interface)?

Both normaal and cmergencýy state with pitch .,kA f7a 0 uc A. ,r'ch

confi.qura ation, Liqht-Moderate turbulenc.., N~bt or 'a', 0-:2l)

crosew0n0d., 10 k per 100 ft winjsZhear. Coc-kpit ir:torf2c,'

z. tenraus ,,t not he cons t•]der2 , to Z;n rc" , (A., '[

ob~jectt ionzab le ahar0at err t "c to ý t., ova 2 ,at-I on f 2.
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Short look (guide to further tests)[]

Long look (definitive as possible) 7

Task related only (minimiize pi lot extrapolation)•-

,Mission or flight segment related (pilot extrapolaton encouraged)

Nature of tasl or tasks provided:

Short term El Long term Xi

Critical task(s) included? [-_] Or left for pilot extrapolation? _

Identify: Consid_]er effect of higher level of turbulence on instraument

a•, roach. ________ -- - _ _ _ ________ ____

Are simulated disturbances provided or to be supplied by pilot?

Lig. trnbulence and wind shear provided.

Use of pilot-initiated or self-imposed tasks, disturbances, .r sort-
term maneuvers.

Dur.7 Jfami Z uarvzation runs on,7.

Provision for familiarization: Fve runs at in,.__..each

M easuced pertormance

Is performance to be measurodi Yre p

1P i I ot - veh i c I e (out put ) 1ff r,_k ',_ ero.

Ja j,'. V ,~ 2 -:., '.,) t C ( a at7A7 v,?.

P iIIt 4o1K I 0oad (1nt ) p • ( w'"

Other Jeaslrement_;? i A . Ci error

A . .o . .... . ... . . . . .

.. d .t o~a r v~v c s 7 ,,' C ,..' [ vTca :c. -- ;z' z• ? (>g ? -(
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Are additional runs alloued for evaluation? YF:" I a xpLi n"

Pilot mna• make nonjerfomnanc, f•'?aluation rs a.- tz,,aimc o, alCt--i,

CoMpLe'tion 0" ai 1 J ta runs.

RATING INFORMATION

What is to be rated?

=i Handling qualities L- Other_

C] Task

SFlight segment (flight phase or subphase) Land ar•)jnoach

SComposite of tasks (specify tasks included in composite rating)

Composite of subphases (specify subphases)

What is provided?

Test vehic c: (aircraft, spacecraft, simulator, etc.) .-76 .A4hviq

Base SinuZator

Aircraft state:

Normal D] Emergency IN I dent ify Fa~ lure: '~~ A. a,7"J

(ionfi gurati on,: .T roawh -.2 a :o , , " • , . • * 40", .

we i 1ight: , . . r

ha f I u i a ta i o•v c .ny (lI'

to t tri nh rn t.. k or. 2 L i.. ' 2. L2.2__o ph'..2L

'2 ''
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Transient failures (uea&ticipated failures to be introduced into task

for pilot reaction to and :orrection of resulting disturbance)

Pitch AC failurc' to be introduced unexTe(.ted.ly on t0o )A,7) on Y7n.r.

Cockpit interface:

(Brief description -: ':ortant items noting unusual or detracting or
limiting characteristics in particular)

Principal controls:

Primary controls: Conventional wheel and yoke with 707 fepl

characteristics; singie-throttle controZ for all. engizes.

Secondary controls: Electric trim switch on wheel for picch and

rozl, i9ycv trim - not provided; spoiler actuation not provided in

coockpi~t, but avai able on yoe:ce coTmand.

Selectors:

Cues and disturhance5; providedd : t: .o at:/ roll cSr wit turbuZcnc(o

:,i ven~t,, ccl motz~on.

Mlot i on:

I ,:t rirnent s: (7onvcntion l iX- Novt' 1

:Liii 1 panet' I Pat'a panletl ,X

St At ýt)il t Of I TI I UIThW'It T 1 1 Ch 1 Tct-i ' 0 , i c h ir -chh IlII v

I t't' e t t he ('VAII i n t ion)
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Externa~l vision:

External visual display VER provided (S riot )rovided 0i

I FR on lyZ

(Brief description of informnation proviZded)

Closed circuit t.color '. V. ~sdto prov-7x1 c22S t ,oa

.7500 ft to ground accurate 14' vertical. (doLwnzxard) Outoýf7 a>

provided, but lateral vieu, r'estr-7ctced to .10' arzq~c. r"'OM!

h~or-zon prooLided. Fairly good plcture resolutioni cyza.oý

3 ft/sec toch n to be made corzsiotorztLi, r~ut noat ooo)0i tcnouu'.,P

for much less.

Task(s):

Control task description: a. Viei~al :2zpproaok from 2 os,.n. %E3i

7000-ft altitude at recommendled approrach epe1; toln zr t i

elevation. b. TFFR-ILS5 api r'oc, antur,.a, tracý,< 30 rm 1 ro,

0OM. No ojffset cros-swindi or fublne£0 t 1:1/A. .an i

b., -xccpt ,,oith ',-k r l . httr tc ~u

ýjirfdsl,;ear at 100 1,t uboVc aro~n~i. LuO > Y1

Auxiliary tasks? Yes Li No

Aircraft environment:

1.)ay vLFY Nigh

Visibility condit )n-,: ~u Ji

'Illrb ulec I v 'al 7 c .1

Winld ,hea!-. Kr ' 3

1- OsS s 1d ViIJ
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PILOT EVALUATION DATA

Form of results

Pilot rating L o ,olents L-i Qu,Žstioinaire L- Oral debrief" ig

Other __

PiloL rating scale: Cooper-J'alper

Principal ;terns for comnment: Airspeed adfliqht-path contrc 1. Pitch

repo we. PiZLot workZoad.

Program assessment:

(Comments and recommendations on validity, effectiveness, etc.
Confidence factor - if used)

VaZidity of task. Ade_ýua_• o dispZay. ._



APPENDIX B - Example 2

BRIEFING GUIDE AND RATING INFORMATION FOR HANDLING QUJALI'IES ESPE\Ri5,WNTS;

PROGRAM DEFINITION

Objectives

General:

Research • Development E Acceptance [I Other

Aircraft role Long-range attack bomlger

Flight segment of interest _I-fJig•it rzfel+7ue__

Pararieter or variable of primary interest LateraZ controZ

Mission description:

General statement of the required operations for the flight segmcnt
of interest in context of aircraft role.

1. What is pilot-vehicle combination required to accomplish?

-Bq visual .ref..re.rnoes,__ attain _zn" . n r,7.at ' to

tankŽr" within presented bounl s for perio<d of' 20 mm'.

2 What are the conditions under which thc'c rc,.'jwrcud operat on(s are

tu ro , carricd out (i .c., aircraft , ta , c lvi rornnlenit, a11nd ok
tei ai e t'c) u

W,S.. . .. ' ". ., .- "•L. Z 2...... • ~2 Z . . 2.. . . ... .-'i _'....-".- .-.... -_ __--- _• 2 . . . .. ....

i : c .' ; 7' ' z ? ' . 1' : :+, + ,,*' " , '. ;; / " ], ' 2 : : V',* " , "

• .. ...2 " 2_._ 2.. .• 2 : _.. .. .........t. ... .... ... .... .. .....2 ....2 _. .I.
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Scopo

Short look (guide to further tests) _

Long look (definitive as possible) X

Task related only (minimize pilot extrapolation) r_

Mission or flight segment related (pilot extrapolation encouraged)

Nature of task or tasks provided:

Short term E] Long term

Critical task(s) included?IL Or left for pilot extrapolation? Li

Identify" 7Toco.s or falýure to estalisoh and maintain position with

PC L:c io zanŽer 'itk lci'ht turbulence and oocassiona7. disturba:•ce

o0 " t;'e • "c-rk

Are simulated disturbances provided or to be supplied by pilot?

Use of pilot-initiat.>d or self-imposed tasks, disturbances, or short-
termiT maneuvers.

P97?',isi:on for fanzŽ< zo'.'t on r ;ut± o l o o't

I' ro f i s i on for ft . I i a r i z ut i on A '. :

I'i loti \ i 1 (otpot Xt

I II T1 I i II t

( T~ i ' " l! ' l , ! ' ' l• [ t ' "

W dli i,)0 ý! 1,o , 1,, oll",
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Are additional runs allowed for evaluation? Yeo Explain:

RATING INFORMATION

What is to be rated?

L - Handling qualities Other Adequacy of sirnmlaticn.

STask

, Flight segment (flight phase or subphase) Special phase refelingq.

-I. Composite of tasks (specify tasks included in composite rating)

i--J Composite of subphases (specify subphases)

What is provided?

Test vehicle: (aircraft, spacecraft, simulator, etc.) :,'imulator

Aircraft state:

Normal X Emergency L- Identify failure:

C ýf i gurat ion. tr ,

*1:i > d t, t ribuT iol : ' ',

rL:iI c(S I n I r c • It t st a t e

(1W", ii t i l o I Ll01 y l nk Or- lIIIt eU ph ) d I Iis
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Transient failures (unanticipated failures to be introduced into task

for pilot reaction to and correction of resulting disturbance)

Yaw6 daomper

Cockpit interface:

(Brief description of important items noting unusual or detracting or
limiting characteristics in particular)

Principal controls:

Primary controls: Control stick with light control forces, good

centering and low friction. Conventional rYudder pedals having

light foPces but objectionably poor centeriýg. Requires pilot

adaptation and special consiaieration.

Secondary controls: Trim rot provided.

Selectors: Not provided - configuration unchoined.

Cues and disturbances provided:

Motion: -vi:i, royilý, auY ycs (±4 ,)). Acc Zrorationr,, atta2nuated bz.

z7m i . :it 1 ( it 'r~ioal7i,10 ft Jatcra -•,y;

iis t rur'1nt•r, (Covent ional Nove 1

I u l1 p at'•c I Part: pane l I . ]

(Bri,: c t ta0client if nt ;ument or ch0 aricteristic-c whi,-:h Piav
affoc'! thc, cv il ii it )

O CfI

1 :

i?
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External vision:

External visual display VFR provided O not provided H
IFR only H

(Brief description of information provided)

(ow& cc ircuit T. V., mUna! ?Y,?At .0IWaj 70U 'Z. ,"a

stationarzi moAN 7 of tankor apcra tt.

Task(s):

Control task description: (Q) Maoeo on takrp, cotaKU4 Pon: t,

maintain hookup .Or iu:rtvion of refu ' n orcp0200 w,' h ,'0 2 120

tuR uL napr . (2) .iV ', .. " (7), ,'xp, Or a 'P 7• i",.' t: 7 !'pht

tuibzu, nne anw! "mlni wpw Mwm raw " "'"

0 7W.u ate dinnnw 1

Auxiliarv tasks? Yes No

Aircraft environment: 4
flay X Night

Visihilit\' conditions "P '* , - '0 '2' ,.

l,'irld hc,'' ,

trvo~swind

• iI •r d'':"
!' > 'tcr

ru- |i i
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H LOT EVALJAI IION DATA

Form of results
Pilot rati•ig •J Comments El Questionnaire • Oral debriefing [7-

Other _-- Questionnaire will be made availabZe after co.Zlet-on of teSt.

Pilot rating scale: Ccoper-Harper

Principal items for comment: PiZot workload. Influence of controZ

szstem chaaracteristics, if' a.ny

Program assessment:

(Comments and recommendations on validity, effectiveness, etc.

Confidence factor - if used)

Realism of task. A.!e uacy of simulate(d motion.

I

I
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